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Monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett
Multilayers of Discotic Liquid Crystals?

By Andre Laschewsky *

1. Discotic Liquid Crystals

Discotic liquid crystals!'! were discovered in 1977. They
are formed by disk-shaped molecules, i.e. typically by large
plana r aromatic, or by rather inflexible macrocyclic moi
eties, surro unded by a numb er of flexible so-called "wing
gro ups" . A selection of discotic liquid crystals (LCs) is
shown in Figure 1.

Discotic LCs exhibit columnar mesoph ases which distin
guish them from the well-known calamitic (rod-shaped)
LCs. These columnar phases are character ized by stacks of
the disk-shaped cores, packed in various ways.[ll
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2. Monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett Multilayers

Ord ered monomolecular layers are formed by the self
organizati on of water-insoluble amphiphilic molecules at the
gas-water interface .P! The sta ndard amphiphiles used for
monolayers have a polar head group and one or two hydro
phob ic chains, e.g. fatt y acids or phosphatidylcholines re
spectively. Und er appro priate conditions, the monol ayers of
many amphiphiles can be tr ansferred successively onto solid
substra tes, by dipp ing the substrate vertically or horizonta lly

[*] Dr. A. Laschewsky
Institut fiir Organische Chernie, Unive rsity o f Mainz ,
P.O. Box 3980. 0-6500 Mainz (FRG)
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Fig. 1. A selection of discoi ic liq uid crystals [2. 9. 10].
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3. Theoretical Considerations on the Molecular
Packing of Discotic LCs in Monolayers
and Multilayers

Th e majo r interest in monolayers and LB-mu ltilayers of
discotic LCs derives fro m their "exotic" molecular shape. It
is speculated as to whether this shape can modi fy the self
organiza tion at the air- water interface to produce thin films
of new structure. Perh ap s, with a combinatio n of liquid crys
talline behav ior and amphiph ilic self-organization this can
be achieved , as proposed in the concept of "amphotropic
systerns't .l'" These ideas are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.

When spread on the water surface, discotic LCs can or ient
in two extreme arra ngements called "s ide on" and "edges
on" . With the wing groups acti ng as hydrophobic chains,
four types of arra ngements of the discot ic LCs must be con
sidered which are referr ed to as types A, B, C and D.

Thro ugh the deposition of the mon olayers, fou r types of
LB-mu ltilayers of different structure can be produced, corre
spo nding to the mon olayer arra ngemen ts A - D.

Type A arra ngement preserves the con formation of the
discotic LCs in the bulk columna r phase, reduced to two
dimensions. Deposition of such monolayers, with the
discotic cores of subsequent layers in register, wou ld lead to
co lumnar LC phases with molecular ly defined height s of the
columns!" (Figs. 4 a, 5a).

Type B arra ngement (F igs. 4b, 5 b) correspo nds to classi
cal amp hiphilic behavior, as the disk-shaped core represent s
the polar pa rt of the molecule. In this case, the conform ation
deviates considera bly from the one in the bulk LC phase.
Th e amphiphilic char acter is dominan t. Deposition of type B
mon olayers produces the sandwich bilayer structure of clas
sical LB multi layers, i.e. a struc ture similar to the smectic
mesoph ases of rod-shaped LCs. Hence in bulk, unkn own
smectic phases of discoti c LCs may be obtained via self-orga
nization due to their am phiphilic character.

The "edge on" arrangements C and D imply that inter
molecular interactions between the disk-shaped cores take
place . In the special case of type C, strong interactions are
requ ired as some hydroph ob ic wing groups have unfavor 
ably close con tact with the wate r (F igs. 4c, 5c) . That is, the
discotic LC cha racte r of the molecules domin ates the am
phiphilic character. Such strong interactions may cau se the

Fig. 2. Scheme of some mesophases : calamitic (rod-shaped) LCs : N =
nemat ic. S, = smectic A; discotic (disk-shaped) LCs: No = nematic discotic.
Nc = nematic columnar. Dh• =discotic hexagonal ordered. DM = discotic
hexagonal disordered .

Fig. 3. Scheme of monolayers and Langmuir- Blodgett multilayers.

N

th rough the rnonolayer.P: 4 ] If the ordered monolayer struc
ture is retai ned dur ing the tr ansfer process, these so-called
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) multilayers are cha racterized by
molecularly defined thickn ess, defined anisotropic arra nge
ment of the amphiphiles within the layers, and defined sur 
face structure (Fig. 3)_ Therefore these ult rath in organic

Fig. 4. Possible arrangeme nts or discotic LCs at the gas-w ate r interface : A =
side on. chains random. B = side on. chains oriented. C = edge on. chains
rand om. D = edge on. chains oriented .
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films are valua ble systems for scientific studies, and many
potent ial techn ical applications have been propo sed.I""

Th e formatio n of mon olayers is not restricted to sta nda rd
amphiphiles. In principle any combination of the number of
head gro ups and of hydrophobic chains is possible. Thus
with hydr ocarbon wing groups and polar cores, man y dis
cotic LCs meet the crite ria of amphiphiles, even if they ap
pear to be rather exotic. In fact , in the search for functi onal 
ized mon olayers and multi layers, many rigid disk-shaped
molecules have been invest igat ed since the 1930s, in parti cu
lar porphyrin s and phthalo cyanines.P - 5J

A B c D
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discotic cores to form stacks, as seen for columnar meso
pha ses (Fig. 2). If such "floating columns" are aligned in the
monolayer, two-dimensional nematic columnar mesophases
could be formed. If, however, such columns are deposited in
register to LB-multilayers, thin columnar phases are pro
duced where the columnar long axis is parallel to the surface
of the support (Fig. 5c) .

Type D arrangement (Figs. 4 d, 5d) represents the com
promise between self-organization due both to the amphi
philic and the discotic character. At the same time the inter
action of the hydrophobic wing groups with water is small ,
whereas the interaction between the disk-shaped cores is fair
ly strong. As discussed for type C, type D arrangement
would enable the formation of "floating columns" of the
disks, with the pos sibil ity of two-dimensional nematic
mesophases . Deposition of type D monolayers would create
a novel hybrid structure of simultaneous columnar and
smectic character (Fig. 5d) .

c

B

o

from large non-liquid crystalline disk-shaped amphiphiles,
e.g. improved thermal stability and conductivity or photo
conductivity.lv " In fact , the presence of the wing groups
around the disk core in the discotic LCs will be an adv antage
in improving the solubility in the spreading solvents and
probably decreasing the tendency to form microcrystallites
at the gas-water interface .

4. Spreading Experiments with Discotic LCs

Up to now there have been only a few reports on spreading
experiments with discotic LCSp -I O.t 7] Unfortunatel y,

much of the experimental data available is ambiguous and
therefore the conclusions drawn may be disputable. In gener
al, surface pres sure vs. a rea diagrams alone are not sufficient
to determine the monolayer structure. Additional analysis.
e.g. by ellipsometry, fluorescence microscopy, polarized
UV/Vis/IR-spectroscopy, X-ray scattering or electron dif
fracti on is requ ired. Comparisons with the more plentiful
investigations on non-liquid crystalline amphiphiles with
disk-shaped moieties, e.g. porphyrins[ll ] and phthalocya
nines, may pro ve to be helpful, but many of tho se results are
also controversial.

Desp ite all shortcomings in monolayer experiments and
their discussion, the present data suggest that extended hy
drocarbon wing groups and strongly polar groups favor the
"side on " arrangement of the disks, i.e. classical amphiphilic
behavior, as ob served for compound 6.l tO.l 7} In contrast ,
weakly polar groups and rather short wing groups apparent
ly favor " edge on" a rrangements.l'" However, if the wing
groups get too short, and the interaction of the disks too
strong, three-dimension al crystallization may occur, as
found for compound 2P 2] In fact , the preferred arrangement
of a disco tic LC seems to depend on a subtle balance in the
molecular architecture. The spreading behavior of the tri
phenylenes 2 and 3 may serve as such an example.l'" Thus,
appropriate molecular design may allow us to control the
type of self-organization in the monolayers .

Fig. 5. Hypothetical stru ctures of Langmu ir-Blod gett multilayers obta ined
from discot ic liqu id crystals : A = side on, chains rand om, B = side on . chains
oriented, C = edge on, chai ns random . 0 = edge on. chains oriented.

The monolayer and multilayer structures presented in
Figs . 4 and 5 are only hypothetical, representing the "ideal
cases" . Intermediate or less ordered arrangements are possi
ble, and three-dimensional aggregation may succe ssfully
compete with monolayer formation . Nevertheless, the poss i
bility of designing such ordered structures of molecular di
men sions is intriguing.

In addition to the unique structural combinations of liquid
crystalline and amphiphilic structures, multilayers of man y
discotic LCs will be useful from the classical point of view as
well. They could provide the parti cular properties expected

1576

5. LB-MuJtilayers of Discotic LCs

Reports on LB-multilayers of discotic LCs [8- 9. 12 1 are
even rarer than monolayer studies. As many of the monolay
ers are very stiff, deposition by the LB-technique can be
difficult to achieve.I'" Successful transfer has been reported
for triphenylenes 3 and 4.[8J The presence of Bragg diffrac
tion peaks in the X-ray data of the deposited LB-films (rarely
observed in multilayers of disk-shaped amphiphiles) demon
strates an ordered layered structure, exemplifying the useful
ness of discotic LCs for LB-multilayers. Their detailed struc
ture is not yet clear, although the X-ray data of these
tr iphenylene multilayers points to different types of arrange
ment of the discs such as type B for 4 and C for 3 .[8]

Angell'. Chern. f ill. Ed. Engl. Adv, M aler. 28 ( / 989) No. ,/
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Int erestingly, optica l in-plane anisotropy has been ob
served in LB-multilayers of some ph thalocyan ines,11 3. 14)
suppo rting a two-dimension al nematoid arrangemen t of co
lum nar stacks (implying types C or D ). However, such in
plane aniso tropies have recently been reported for the mono
layers and mul tilayers of many arnphiphiles.P! and thu s seem
not to be unique for disk-shaped amphiphiles. The explan a
tion of the in-plane anisotropy is still controversial.

6. Polymeric Discotic LCs

Becau se of the scarcity of data on low molecular weight
discotic LCs, it is difficult to predict how pol ymeric discoti c
LCs will behave. The spreading behavior of classical poly
mer ic amphiphiles is more complicated than that of their
co rresponding monomers.P r'" and th is will also be true for
the spreading behavior of monomeric and polymeric discotic
LCs. If monolayer formation is sti ll possible , a stabiliza tion
of the "edge on " arrangement of the disks may be expected.
In part icular, stack form at ion could be enhanced using a
cent ra l polymer backbone.!' 51 However, with little data
available,1121 it seems prem ature to discuss in depth the
spreading of polymeric discotic LCs .

An alterna tive way to tailor "edge on" ar ranged rnonolay
ers may be the formation of charge-transfer complexes. Th e
enha nced formation of molecular stacks and columnar
mesophases by charge-t ran sfer complexat ion has recentl y
been shown in bulk discot ic LCs,116J and perhaps this
meth od ca n be transferred to monolayers of discotic LCs .

7. Summary

Th e field of monolayer and multilayer films of discotic
Le s is a t its very beginn ing. The scope and limitation s of this
prepar at ion method have not yet been explored, and little is
known about the structures obtainable . However , the poten-
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tial access to extraordinary, ordered thin films is fascinating,
and will stimula te resear ch in the futu re.
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